
Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Background and Motivation  

 

This paper was motivated by why firms that are attempting to become more 

innovative still fall prey to innovation. The phenomena of the unprecedented rates of 

technological change and the rising cost of development of new technology and 

products stimulate the trend of mergers and acquisitions, technology transfer, 

licensing, and R&D cooperation activities among firms. Paradoxically, survey-based 

research conducted by practitioners reveals that almost half say their outsourcing 

programs or alliances fall short of expectations (Harvard Business Review 2005)1. 

Moreover, a new press of worldwide research and development (R&D) spending 

investigated by corporations releases and concludes there is not much evidence that 

increasing R&D investments delivers performance results (BusinessWeek 2005)2. 

 

In academia, one of the most popular approaches for technology innovation success 

is looking into the transaction cost paradigm (Coase 1937). A central logic of 

transaction cost economics is that a discriminating alignment of transactions with 

strategy/governance3 leads to more efficient outcomes via a reduction of transaction 

                                                 
1 A 2004 McKinsey survey of 30-plus companies’ reveals that more than 70% of them has major 
alliances that are underperforming and in need of restructuring. Likewise, another research indicates 
that joint ventures that broaden or otherwise adjust their scope have a 79% success rate, versus 33% for 
ventures that remain essentially unchanged (Ernst and Bamford 2005). A recent Bain survey of large 
and medium-sized companies reports that 82% of large firms in Europe, Asia, and North America have 
outsourcing arrangements of some kind, and 51% use offshore outsourcers. But almost half say their 
outsourcing programs fall short of expectations. Only 10% are highly satisfied with the costs they're 
saving, and a mere 6% are highly satisfied with their offshore outsourcing overall (Gottfredson et. al 
2005).  
2 In light of the recent press of management consultancy Booz Allen Hamilton, there are two main 
findings. First, the top 1,000 global R&D spenders spent a total of $384 billion on R&D in 2004 – an 
11% per year increase since 2002. Second, there is no statistically-significant difference between 
financial results of average and above-average R&D spenders (Hamm 2005). 
3 The stream of transaction cost economics used the terms ‘vertical integration’, ‘governance structure’, 
and ‘make-or-buy’ to represent the firm’s decision. This study utilizes R&D sourcing strategy in order 
to focus on R&D itself.   
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costs (Williamson 1975, 1985). Firms that decide to be innovation active need to 

understand the tradeoffs that exist between their own R&D programs (make strategy) 

and external technology acquisition (buy strategy) in order to take advantage of 

publicly available information with the innovation process and to better appropriate 

the results of successful outcomes of the innovation process. Although this theory to 

date lends strong support for the premise that firms choose consistent governance 

structure with transaction cost predictions4, early studies that used a polar category of 

R&D sourcing strategy –either make or buy, overlooked the fact that organizations 

not only adopted a strategy of pooling many external sources in a given time period, 

but also did their own R&D for the search of complementarities between internal and 

external knowledge (Veugelers and Cassiman 1999; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006). 

Review papers conducted by Shelanski and Klein (1995) and Klein (2004) pinpointed 

that current scholars increasingly recognized that a wide variety of contractual and 

organizational options such as ally or cooperation agreements are available to explain 

many shades of gray in the polar category of governance structure. A key problem lies 

in determining when the benefits of the hybrid strategy outweigh its costs and when 

the opposite is true. Accordingly, this study defines the R&D hybrid strategy5 as 

in-house R&D along with other external sources in which external sources include 

cooperation with others, licensing, technology transfer, or mergers and acquisitions, in 

order to gain a clear idea of the reason why innovators use an R&D hybrid strategy. 

 

Another pending problem for innovative firms is how to confront the thorny 

                                                 
4 See Shelanski and Klein (1995) and Klein (2004) for a review of the literature. 
5  Literature terms a ‘hybrid model’ as complex contracts and partial ownership arrangements 
(Shelanski and Klein 1995; Klein 2004). More recently, a small but growing number of studies (Dutta 
et al. 1995; Heide 2003; Klein 2004; Parmigiani 2004; Jacobides and Billinger 2005; Ulrich and 
Ellison 2005) proposed ‘hybrids’ to explain a puzzle for existing research---either make or buy even 
though they didn’t concentrate on the R&D issue and combined internal know-how and external 
knowledge acquisition.  
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challenge of connecting innovations with internal routine operations. Cohen and 

Levinthal (1989, 1990) pinpointed that in order to capitalize on incoming spillovers 

from the external knowledge acquisitions; firms need to develop sufficient ‘absorptive 

capacity’ which implies more in R&D input. Meanwhile, Siggelkow (2002) places 

emphasis on the role of misperceiving interactions among complements and 

substitutes, since misperception of the interaction between complementary activities 

tends to be more detrimental than misperceptions of the interaction between substitute 

activities. He then suggests that firms should optimally invest more to gather 

information about interactions among complementary activities than about 

interactions among substitute activities. The quest must be for rigorous R&D staff 

selection rather than relying on good luck. However, current understandings of how 

different mixes of R&D strategies and human capital respond to performance are 

limited, regardless of both theoretical and empirical works (Joskow 1991; Sampson 

2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006).  

 

As a matter of fact, the theories of supermodular optimization and games (Chandler 

et al. 1962; Topkis 1978; Milgrom and Roberts 1990a, 1990b and 1995) provide for a 

framework that firm performance is a function of coherent alignment between 

strategy and structural elements of an organization. Surprisingly, the scarcity of 

previous innovation studies works on this topic (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006) 

despite academic discussions and practical enthusiasm surrounding the R&D issues. 

Taken together, the researcher therefore focuses on the connection between the firm’s 

contextual factors, R&D sourcing strategy, R&D human capital, and performance by 

developing a theoretical model involving both the theory of supermodular 

optimization and transaction cost tenets. Capitalizing on a unique database of the 

2001-2003 Taiwan Industry R&D Investment Survey to verify the theoretical model 
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of this study, the researcher hopes that the results of this study will provide additional 

evidence for academia and practitioners as a reference.   

 

 

1.2 Taiwan’s Innovation Environment 

 

According to the report of the Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (Chu and 

Hsu 2002), in 2000, the R&D investment in Taiwan was 10,326 millions dollars, 

which ranks twelfth in the whole world. About 41% belongs to the high technology 

industry. The ratio of R&D investment to GDP in Taiwan in 2000 is 2.05 %, which is 

lower than that of developed countries in 1999 (3.04 % for Japan; 2.64 % for US; 2.46 

% for South Korea, 2.44 % for German; etc).  The full time equivalent of the R&D 

employee in 2000 is 55,460, which ranks as eleventh in the whole world. The R&D 

employees are concentrated in the high tech industry around 70%. The ratio of the 

R&D employees to the per thousand labor force is 5.8, which rank is eleventh. Those 

evidence exhibits the insufficient innovation input, and the overload of the R&D 

employee. The phenomenon of the scarce R&D investment and employees in tradition 

industry and the service industry which created at least 60 % of GDP is especially 

pervasive.  

 

On the other hand, the percentage of the government R&D in Taiwan in 1999 is 

32.5 higher than the average level of OECD (29.6), Finland (29.2), Korea (24.9), 

Japan (19.5), and the US (28.8). However, it is lower than in China (38.5). The 

percentage of government R&D employees in Taiwan is 21.33 lower than in China 

(31.41). In fact, the Industrial Technology Research Institute authorized by the 

government plays an important role in innovation input. The findings of Fang et al. 
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(2003), and Fang and Lin (2005) reveal that the R&D consortium is a strategic and 

effective means to acquire complementary assets, create knowledge and transfer 

technology for small and medium-sized enterprises in Taiwan. 

 

The ratio of technology exports to technology imports in Taiwan in 1999 is 0.04, 

which is sharply lower than that found in developed countries (2.75 for US; 2.34 for 

Japan; 0.73 for German; etc). The large percent technology import implies that 

Taiwan’s firms extensively acquire the external knowledge from foreign firms. 

    

In terms of approval patents of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

(USPTO), the accumulated number of invention patents of Taiwan during the period 

from 1996 to 2000 is 4.67 thousand, which is ranked sixth in the whole world. The 

accumulated number of all patents at the same period is 19 thousand, which rank is 

fourth (Lin 2002). From the perspective of patent, Taiwan has demonstrated an 

excellent performance of innovation output.     

 

  As a whole, it shows that most of the firms in Taiwan in 2000 may adopt the 

R&D hybrid strategy due to resource limitations, and this is confirmed by Tsai et al. 

(2000). They divided 59 firms in the semi-conduct manufacturing and computer 

manufacturing industry in Taiwan in 1997 into three groups: 21 self-research 

companies (maker; the internal R&D is the sole technology source), 21 internal 

development companies (the internal R&D is the dominant source), and 17 external 

acquiring companies (the external knowledge acquisition is the dominant source); 

35% only made its technology in-house while 65% both made and bought technology.  

 

The aforementioned research highlights on the high tech industry, and so far, 
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non-electronics industries have only rarely been the sample of innovation research. 

However, one of the characteristics in the Knowledge Economy is the emergency of 

the service industry. Utilizing the unique survey of the Institute for Information 

Industry in Taiwan in 2000, Chen and Tsai (2005) found that information human 

intensity positively affects the production efficiency. Moreover, it would be beneficial 

to the production technology efficiency of the overall industry if the enterprise can 

improve the technology development investment, such as an increase in information 

technology investment of the electronic industry and R&D investment of the other 

industry. The present study attempts to add to the limited knowledge in this area by 

including all industries. More specifically, the researcher sheds light on what the 

contextual factors of R&D hybrid strategy are, what the impact of R&D hybrid 

strategy on R&D human capital is, and whether the sourcing strategy in relation to 

contextual variables and R&D human capital affects superior performance in Taiwan. 

 

 

1.3 Research Purpose and Questions  

 

The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship among R&D sourcing 

strategy, human capital, and firm’s performance. To explore this connection, the paper 

addresses three unresolved research questions as follows. 

 

The first question is why innovators use a R&D hybrid strategy instead of a make 

strategy. Specifically, this issue tries to explore what the contextual factors of R&D 

hybrid strategy are. Few innovating enterprises to date have the luxury of relying 

profoundly on their own dedicated in-house R&D to accomplish their objective. 

External technology acquisition and cooperation are deemed to be a seductive 
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strategic arena because complementarities between internal R&D and external 

knowledge acquisitions exist. As pointed out by Cassiman and Veugelers (2006), 

while the theoretical literature has only just started to unravel the complex links 

between internal and external sourcing, the existing empirical literature is, not 

surprisingly, unable to provide hard evidence on complementarity in the innovation 

strategy. They further argue that the concept of complementarity will be more relevant 

to management if, rather than merely testing for it, researchers try to identify 

contextual variables that affect it. Additionally, in the pilot study of 2000 Taiwan 

technology innovation survey, it found that 75 percent of technology innovation 

products were built by in-house R&D (Chiang et. al 2002). The formal survey reveals 

that 50 percent of businesses with at least 20 employees in Taiwan during the period 

from 1998 to 2000 engaged in technology innovation, but so far, only 23 percent 

achieved success. Among the successful firms, only half reduced the product cost or 

enhanced the production capacity. The researcher thus separated the make strategy 

(doing in-house R&D profoundly) from R&D hybrid strategy (involving in-house 

partly together with at least one of the external technology source) to focus on the 

determinations of R&D sourcing strategy to bridge the gaps. 

 

The second question is what the impact of R&D hybrid strategy on R&D human 

capital is. Cohen and Levinthal (1989, 1990) pinpointed that in order to capitalize on 

incoming spillovers from external technology, firms need to develop sufficient 

‘absorptive capacity’. The prima facie evidences suggest above-average 

corporate-lever profitability in fact can stem from their possession of superior 

capabilities to connect R&D sourcing strategy with organizational R&D human 

capital. The relationship between R&D human capital and R&D sourcing strategy, 

while not directly studied in the academic literature, is commonly tracked by 
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practitioners. The quest to develop absorptive capacity must be for rigorous R&D 

staff selection rather than by relying on good luck. Siggelkow (2002) places emphasis 

on the role of misperceiving interactions among complements and substitutes since 

misperceptions of the interaction between complementary activities tend to be more 

detrimental than misperceptions of the interaction between substitute activities. 

Flawed decisions on R&D human capital particularly undermine organization 

performance. In order to outperform their counterparts in the industry, the researcher 

believes that identifying what mechanisms or underlying drives are influenced by 

R&D sourcing strategy is more crucial and thus should be considered simultaneously.  

 

The last but most important question relates to performance implications. More 

specifically, this research issue can be described by whether the R&D sourcing 

strategy in relation to contextual variables and R&D human capital affects superior 

performance. Early Joskow (1991) have pointed out that we have little information on 

what firms gain from the best versus the next best R&D sourcing strategy alternatives. 

Recently, as Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) propose the lack of both theoretical and 

empirical work in the area of performance, innovation management and strategy, 

Sampson (2004) argues that future work to better identify the sources of misalignment 

of innovation would be a useful avenue to contribute to rare evidence of performance 

implications of alignment. While academia have been called for the search for 

performance implications of innovation alignment, this study develops a theoretical 

model and uses more detailed information available on the R&D activities to explore 

the impact of R&D sourcing strategy on a firm’s performance, as well as the impact of 

the alignment between R&D human capital and R&D sourcing strategy on a firm’s 

performance.  
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1.4 Research Design  

 

To better understand these issues, the researcher builds a simple theoretical model 

with stylized parameters, whereby knowledge heterogeneity arises from the future 

performance consequence (i.e. ex post adjustment cost) of the R&D sourcing strategy. 

The present study begins employing a Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium perspective, 

which enables me to probe the strategic responses of consumers, incumbents and 

entrants. This paper also derives the endogenous ex post adaptability capacity of an 

innovative firm per se, which optimally exploits the forthcoming heterogonous 

knowledge contingent on the R&D sourcing strategy.  

 

To avoid cognitive divergence for five firms, the researcher conducts comprehensive 

interviews with the director or manager in the R&D center. The information gathered 

through the field interviews helps to find evidence corroborating or refuting the 

hypotheses about the relation amongst contextual variables, R&D sourcing strategy, 

human capital, and firm performance. In total, the researcher interviews six executives 

(one executive in four firms, two in the other one). Executives are more familiar than 

researchers and experts with the realities in the industries in which they operate. Their 

evaluations and opinions thereby are valuable and legitimate. 

 

Empirically, this study identifies two types of the R&D sourcing strategy: make and 

hybrid strategy. For implementing the adaptability capacity, the researcher 

discriminates the single-type from multiple-type based on the three varieties of R&D 

experts. This study explores the performance implications via the accounting-based 

performance, i.e. ROA and ROS, and market-based performance (i.e. Tobin’s q). 
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Furthermore, concerning the endogeneity problem between firm performance and its 

R&D sourcing strategy as well as the endogeneity problem between firm performance 

and its R&D human capital, the researcher tests the empirical results by 

cross-sectional and pooled data models during the period 2000-2003. Meanwhile, the 

researcher in present study deals with the endogeneity issues between R&D sourcing 

strategy and R&D human capital, as well as sample selection problems. 

 

 

1.5 Basic Definitions of R&D 

 

Exactly what definition is used in a study or survey may have an impact on the 

results. In this section, the researcher proposes definitions of R&D backed by 

examples, and definitions of R&D acquisition sources in the current studies.      

 

Schumpeter (1942) proposed a list of various types of innovations: introduction of 

a new product or a qualitative change in an existing product, process innovation new 

to an industry, the opening of a new market, the development of new sources of 

supply for raw materials or other inputs, and changes in industrial organization. Based 

on Schumpeter’s (1942) category, the guideline of the Oslo Manual (the standard of 

the OECD) defines two types of technology innovation: product innovation and 

process innovation. Most of the prior studies followed the definition of this line (e.g., 

Geroski et al. 1993; Rouvinen 2002; Miravete and 2006, etc). Alternatively, 

according to Schmookler’s (1966) definition, innovation involves production 

innovation and production technology innovation. Overall, the innovation can be 

divided into three types: new product, improved process, and production technology.  

Pernias
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   According to ‘‘Regulations Governing Application of Tax Credit to Profit-seeking 

Enterprise Shareholders of Private Institutions with Respect to R&D Investments and 

Elite Training’’ and ‘‘Regulations of Promoting the Industry Upgrading’’, the Taiwan 

Industry R&D Investment Survey conducted by the Institute for Information Industry 

in Taiwan defined R&D as three types: (1) R&D in investing new products or new 

technologies, (2) R&D in improving the production technology expenditure, and (3) 

R&D in improving the process and services. First, R&D in investing new products or 

new technologies is the implementation/commercialization of a product whose 

technological characteristics or intended uses differ significantly from those of 

previously produced products. Such innovations can involve radically new 

technologies, can be based on combining existing technologies in new uses, or can be 

derived from the use of new knowledge. The first microprocessors and video cassette 

recorders were examples of technologically new products of the first kind, using 

radically new technologies. The first portable cassette player, which combined 

existing tape and mini-headphone techniques, was a technologically new product of 

the second type, combining existing technologies in a new use. In each case the 

overall product had not existed before. Second, R&D in improving the production 

technology expenditure is an existing product whose performance has been 

significantly enhanced or upgraded. A simple product may be improved (in terms of 

better performance or lower costs) through use of higher-performance components or 

materials, or a complex product which consists of a number of integrated technical 

sub-systems may be improved by partial changes to one of the sub-systems. R&D in 

improving the production technology expenditure may have both major and minor 

effects on the firm. The substitution of plastics for metals in kitchen equipment or 

furniture is an example of the use of higher performance components. The 

introduction of ABS braking or other sub-system improvements in cars is an example 
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of partial changes to one of a number of integrated technical sub-systems. Turning 

originally semi-automatic machines into automatic, and turning the simple-movement 

robotic arm (e.g., straight-line movement) into complicated-movement (e.g., circling 

round) were other examples. Third, R&D in improving the process and services is the 

adoption of significantly improved production methods, including methods of product 

delivery. These methods may involve changes in equipment, or production 

organization, or a combination of these changes, and may be derived from the use of 

new knowledge. The methods may be intended to produce or deliver technologically 

improved products, or essentially to increase the production or delivery efficiency of 

existing products. It may involve changes in equipment, human resources, working 

methods or a combination of these. Simplifying the step of the procedure or 

production process in a car is an example. In accordance with the definition of the 

Taiwan Industry R&D Investment Survey, the researcher labels ‘‘R&D diversity’’ 

and distinguishes ‘‘multiple-type of R&D experts from single-type of R&D experts’’ 

by the aforementioned three types of R&D activities.  

 

Researchers of transaction cost tenets have proposed less evidence of performance 

implications of R&D sourcing strategy regardless of the theoretical and empirical 

works (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006). In Table 1.1, 

we can find that there are typically several R&D acquisition sources in the current 

studies: internal R&D, R&D cooperation contract, purchasing technology, licensing 

contract, mergers and acquisitions, and hire-away personnel. Following the similar 

definition, the Taiwan Industry R&D Investment Survey conducted by the Institute 

for Information Industry in Taiwan defined R&D acquisition sources in seven 

categories: (1) doing in-house R&D completely, (2) R&D cooperation, (3) foreign 

licensing contract, (4) domestic licensing contract, (5) foreign technology transfer, (6) 
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domestic technology transfer, and (7) mergers and acquisitions. The researcher 

therefore defines the R&D hybrid strategy as in-house R&D along with other external 

sources in which external sources include cooperation with others, licensing, 

technology transfer, or mergers and acquisitions, in order to gain a clear idea of the 

reason why innovators use an R&D hybrid strategy instead of a make strategy. Note 

that those definitions of external technology acquisition were based on the firm’s core 

technology instead of the materials. For instance, chips and transistors are the 

materials in the process of the technique development of hooking many transistors 

into chips. In such a case, firms will treat itself as makers due to the event that their 

core technology is to ‘hook’ many transistors into chips.    
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Table 1.1 Definition of R&D Sourcing 

 R&D sourcing  Industry Country 

Tsai et al. 

(2000) 

21 Self-research companies (only internal 

R&D), 21 Internal development 

companies (containing less external 

technology), and 17 External acquiring 

companies (including internal R&D, R&D 

cooperation, purchase technology, 

licensing contract, mergers and 

acquisitions).  

The 

semi-conductor 

and computer 

manufacturing 

industry. 

Taiwan 

Zhao et al. 

(2005) 

Internal sourcing, Partner-based sourcing, 

Market-based sourcing, and Value-chain 

sourcing.  

The 

manufacturing 

industry. 

Singapore

Cassiman 

and 

Veugelers 

(2006) 

237 for Make (only R&D in-house), 194 

for Buy (including license contracts, R&D 

cooperation contracts, take-over contracts, 

and hire-away personnel) and 345 for 

Make & Buy.  

The 

manufacturing 

industry. 

Belgium 

Present Study 75 Makers vs. 179 R&D hybrids (R&D 

in-house together with R&D cooperation, 

technology licensing, technology transfer, 

and/or mergers and acquisitions). 

All industries 

except for 

finance 

industry.  

Taiwan 

 

 

1.6 Research Contribution  

 

1.6.1 Contributions to Academia 

 

This study hopes to provide four main contributions to existing innovation research.  

 

First, the researcher concentrates on the impact of R&D diversity of the innovating 
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firm per se on R&D sourcing strategy to supplement the transaction cost paradigm 

(Coase 1937; Williamson 1975, 1985). Recent studies of transaction cost economics 

found that firms in alliances with a broader technology scope anticipate greater 

monitoring difficulties, and thus select more hierarchical governance (Paisano 1989; 

Oxley 1997; Oxley and Sampson 2004). Most of these have been primarily concerned 

with the impacts of joint R&D activities on R&D sourcing strategy and did not 

systematically examine differences in impacts of R&D diversity in the innovating 

firm itself. 

 

Second, to the best of my knowledge, this study is the first to analyze the impact of 

R&D sourcing strategy on R&D human capital (ex post adjustment mechanism of 

R&D sourcing strategy). Very little attention has been given to the types of R&D 

employee as a decision variable, despite the fact that in order to capitalize on 

incoming spillovers from external R&D sources, firms need to develop sufficient 

‘absorptive/adaptation capacity’ which implies more in R&D input (Cohen and 

Levinthal 1990). In this sense, the mutual impact of R&D sourcing strategy and 

human capital might be pronounced. The researcher thereby stresses the firm’s 

perception of the manpower’s importance played by the type of R&D personnel to 

adaptation capacity given R&D sourcing strategy. Furthermore, fully incorporating 

the decision of R&D sourcing strategy into the analysis of the type of R&D experts 

clearly goes beyond the scope of the prior studies, but endogenizing this decision is 

germane. 

 

Third, this paper examines the association between actual firm performance and 

R&D sourcing strategy, as well as the association between actual firm performance 

and the alignment between R&D human capital and sourcing strategy. The 
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perspective of this study is matching sourcing configuration with enterprise 

development requirements. When all three elements are in place and working 

harmoniously, a dramatic improvement in a firm’s performance is expected. This 

argument is consistent with the assertion of economics literature that firm 

performance is a function of coherent alignment between strategy and structural 

elements of an organization (Chandler et al. 1962; Milgrom and Roberts 1990a, 1990b 

and 1995). Despite the argument, the extent to whether the firms in which its R&D 

sourcing strategy is aligned with the contextual factors and human capital thus will 

outperform firms lacking such an alignment is unknown. As pointed out by Joskow 

(1991), Sampson (2004), and Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) that this is a call for 

both theoretical and empirical work in the area of performance, innovation 

management and strategy. In order to bridge these gaps, the researcher develops a 

theoretical model involving both the theory of supermodular optimization and 

transaction cost tenet and uses more detailed information available on the R&D 

activities to explore the impact of R&D sourcing strategies associated with a firm’s 

contextual factors on a firm’s performance, as well as the impact of the alignment 

between R&D human capital and R&D sourcing strategy on a firm’s performance.  

 

Lastly, the researcher takes a significant step beyond the focus on cross-sectional 

data model common to previous research, and uses both the cross-sectional and 

pooled data models to address the relationship among R&D sourcing strategy, human 

capital, and a firm’s performance. Pooled data are advantageous because pooling 

increases the degree of freedom, and hence improving the efficiency of econometric 

estimates. In addition, this paper considers the firm’s prior experience of R&D 

external source effect in R&D sourcing strategy. The rich data allow the researcher to 

deal with above concerns.  
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1.6.2 Contributions to Practitioners and Regulators 

 

The present study is an attempt at contributing to practitioners and regulators in 

Taiwan in two important ways.  

 

First, this paper critically examines a new setting of R&D sourcing strategy. The 

technology outsourcing offshore trend continues unabated in the United States though 

two recent well publicized decisions make the outsourcing situation more complex: JP 

Morgan has decided to begin performing many technology functions that it had 

previously outsourced, and General Electic (GE) plans to outsource. In Taiwan, some 

of most important tech companies have also grown by acquiring technology from 

elsewhere, and hiring more R&D persons 6 when they do their own R&D at the same 

time (BusinessWeek 2005). The pilot study of the 2000 Taiwan technology innovation 

survey, however, found that 75 percent of technology innovation products were built 

by in-house R&D7 (Chiang et. al 2002). 2000 Taiwan technology innovation survey 

reveals that 50 percent of business with at least 20 employees in Taiwan during the 

period from 1998 to 2000 engaged in technology innovation, but so far, only achieved 

23 percent success, 12 percent reduced product costs or enhance the production 

capacity. With 'penny profits' age, how to attain innovation achievement is a striking 

and inevitable issue. Hybrid strategy can provide a more realistic avenue to be 
                                                 
6 For example, Chi Mei Optoelectronics Corp. (CMO) licensed LCD technology from Fujitsu Ltd. and 
hired top engineers to come up with the rest of the expertise it needed to become a leading LCD 
producer. In its $20 million partnership with MIT, Quanta is looking at using artificial intelligence to 
link digital devices that have different operating systems. At the same time, Compal plans to double its 
R&D team (Einhorn et al.2005). 
7 It’s another reason why the researcher separates make strategy (doing in-house R&D profoundly) 
from R&D hybrid strategy (involving in-house partly together with at least one of the external 
technology source).  
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explored. Accordingly, drawing on the transaction cost tenet and adaptation capacity 

insights, the researcher combines the R&D sourcing strategy defined very broadly to 

include any internal R&D and external technology source with R&D human capital 

by delving more deeply into different types of R&D employees. The premise of my 

argument is that the ex ante effectiveness of human capital is helpful to resolve the ex 

post difficulty in adaptation contingent on R&D sourcing strategy. Very little 

evidence providing more precise measurement of R&D human capital to unravel the 

impact of R&D human on R&D sourcing strategy exists in spite of practical 

enthusiasm and academic discussions surrounding the R&D issue. 

 

Second, utilizing Taiwan’s enterprise as sample, the researcher places emphasis on 

the role of the intellectual property in R&D sourcing strategy. While high tech 

companies in Taiwan are famous for their outstanding capacity to perform contract 

manufacturers, Taiwan was continuously on the list of "Special 301" report reviewed 

by the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) from 2001 to 2004. In addition, we are 

under obligation to protect the IPR in a satisfactory way especially since Taiwan has 

become the member in the World Trade Organization (WTO) since 2002. Giannakas 

(2002) and Wu and Chou (2004) however, analytically showed that complete 

deterrence of the (intellectual property rights) IPR infringement is not always 

economically optimal from the regulator’s viewpoint in the developing country and 

private precaution perspective respectively. Anecdotal evidence indicate that 

Taiwan’s firm adopt ‘‘defensive patent strategy,’’ which is applying for and 

accumulating patents to avoid future patent infringement lawsuits. Taiwan’s 

innovative inventions are mostly concentrated on the innovation of new process rather 

than on the innovation of new product technologies. The researcher is interested in 

uncovering the true relationship between R&D sourcing strategy and innovative 
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firm’s patent per se in the Taiwan, and hopes that the results of this study will provide 

an evidence for regulators in developing countries as a reference. The question put 

forward above is of vital importance especially given we lack evidence of the 

innovating firm’s intellectual property itself in R&D sourcing strategy in the 

developing country and inconclusive results in developed country. 

 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section reviews literature 

relevant to this work. Chapter 3 provides the theoretical model and hypothesis 

development. The sections that follow describe the field interview, research data, 

measures, and the empirical model. Then this study turns the attention to findings. 

The paper then concludes with a summary of the results and their limitations as well 

as future research direction. The aforementioned framework of this paper is depicted 

in Figure1.1. 
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